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PALAVRAS E ORAÇÕES EM INGLÊS

A

able Are you able to do this?

above The sky is above us.

afraid I am afraid of ghosts.

against She was against everyone's rights.

age He is not old enough.

ago I visited Curitiba two years ago.

agree I agree with you.

allow Allow me to introduce myself.

always I will always listen to this song.

am I am dancing with my father.

among We are among friends.

anger My anger has faded.

appear It appears to me that we are all wrong.

apple I love eating apples.

area This area is private.

arm My arm is sore.

arrange Can you arrange that for me?

arrive Did the guests already arrive?

art I will live from my art.

atom The atom is so small.

B

baby Her baby is a health boy.

bad I feel bad for this situation.

ball What a good ball to play soccer!

band Come see our band tonight!

bank This bank is the best in America.

bar I don't want to go to the bar.

base The girl sat at the base of the tree.

basic This is so basic.
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bat The bat flew away.

bear What a big bear!

beat Listen to the beat.

beauty Her beauty is natural.

bed My bed is warm.

began She began to swim last week.

begin The question is: How to begin this work?

behind Don't leave anyone behind.

believe I believe in you!

bell The bell tolls every morning at 9 o'clock.

best This is the best song I have ever heard.

better She is better this way.

bird My bird doens't like to sing anymore.

bit I took a bit of it.

black This black sweater is so warm.

block Did they block the road again?

blood My blood is so red!

blow It will blow everything!

blue That blue t-shirt is my favorite.

board I have a green chess board.

boat The boat is full.

body My body is my temple.

bone He broke a bone last week.

book I love reading your book.

born She was born to do this.

both Both of them are really good, but I prefer the first one.

bottom I will get to the bottom of this problem.

bought I bought you this shirt, but now I don't think you are going to like it.

box The box is full of old clothes.

branch The little bird sat on the branch.
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bread I want a slice of bread, please!

break Did you break this pencil?

bright The sun is shining bright.

bring Can you bring me that pen, please?

broad He has broad shoulders.

broke He broke the vase again.

brother My brother bought me this guitar.

brought I brought you those flowers yesterday.

brown She has brown eyes and a beautiful smile.

burn I would like to burn these photos.

busy Are you busy tomorrow morning?

buy I am going to buy you those sneakers.

C

camp Are you going to camp this year?

capital Is this supposed to be written in capital letters?

captain The capitain of the ship was the last to leave.

car My car broke down last week, so I'm walking to work everyday.

card Are you going to pay with your credit card?

care Take care on this road, it can be dangerous this time of the year.

carry She is going to carry all that weight by herself

case In this case, I believe we all win.

cat The cat is afraid of thunder.

catch You're going to catch the flu if you keep on going outside.

caught I got caught in traffic.

cell He is inside that cell for a good reason.

cent I owe him 30 cents.

center I'm going to the city center tomorrow.

century The century is almost over.

certain It's certain that this year is the best for the school.

chair My favorite chair is broken.
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chance Give me a call if you have a chance.

character He has a good character.

charge I would like to charge you for all that you owe me

chart Look at the chart !

check Could you check this informations for me, please?

chick Go talk to that chick, she's beautiful!

chief He used to be a chief officer.

child He's not a child anymore.

children My children would have never done something like this.

choose I'll choose not to reveal any information.

chord Sometimes I can't play this chord.

circle The circle of life never ends.

claim Do you claim this as yours?

class I assure you that my class is the best .

clean This place is so clean!

clear It's clear that we don't know what we are doing.

climb I climb this mountain every year.

clock The clock strikes twelve.

clothe She has to dress that child.

cloud That cloud looks like a unicorn.

coast I'll drive from coast to coast next year.

coat Take your coat to the tailor.

cold It's so cold in here!

collect She likes to collect pennies.

colony This ant colony is so huge!

color The color of your hair is so beautiful!

column This column is in the wrong place.

common Your behavior isn't common, father!

company Do you have company for the dance?

compare Try to compare this color to the other one.
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complete Can you complete this crossword for me, please?

condition The shirt is in good condition.

connect I'm trying to connect all those cables, but it's hard!

consider You should consider playing guitar, it's good for the memory.

consonant There are so many consonants in this word.

contain This shampoo contains a lot of salt.

continent A long time ago, there was only one continent.

continue Do you want to continue keeping this cat?

control You should control your dog, it looks mad!

cook I never knew you could cook.

cool This is so cool!

copy Can you give me a copy of that book?

corn What a beautiful field of corn.

corner The car is waiting for you at the corner.

correct Are you sure that this is the correct answer?

cost This shirt costs too much! I don't think I'm going to buy it.

cotton This looks like cotton.

count You can count on me.

course This river course is dangerous.

cow I had a cow once. Its name was Linda.

crease Try not to crease your dress.

create Everytime I create something, you say you did it first.

crop The crop of this year is going to be big!

crowd I don't like beeing in the middle of a crowd.

cry I used to cry everytime I'd listen to sad songs.

current The current of this river is really strong.

cut I cut my finger with paper all the time.

D

dad My dad wanted me to be a lawyer.

dance I never learned how to dance.
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danger Your songs are a danger to society.

dark She has dark eyes.

dead This flower is as dead as the rest of the garden.

deal Don't make a deal if you are not going to see it through.

dear Oh, dear, can't you see how much it costs?

death Death will never tear us apart.

decide Are you going to decide or not?

decimal I don't like math, so I don't like decimal places.

deep This part of the ocean is so deep!

degree Are you trying to get a bachelor degree?

depend I refuse to depend on your money.

describe Can you describe your dog, please?

desert I never thought the desert could be so cold at night.

design Well, I think this is a beautiful design.

determine My actions determine where I will eventually end at.

develop I'm going to develop a method to play chess.

dictionary I don't think we have the money to buy this dictionary.

die These flowers die in the winter.

difficult This is more difficult than I thought it would be.

direct He wasn't so direct a few years ago.

discuss Do you really want to discuss this?

distant Lately she has been so distant.

divide Can you divide this money for me?

division This division will be over in a year.

doctor I really think you should see a doctor, my friend.

dog This dog used to be smaller a few days ago.

dollar I don't have a dollar.

done Are you done playing cards?

door This door was already broken when I arrived.

double You should double check this money.
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dream I had a dream last night. There were unicorns in it.

dress Your dress is really pretty!

drink Do you want to drink this glass of water?

drive I can't drive!

drop A drop of water in the sea.

dry This summer is going to be really dry.

duck Did you see that duck on the river?

during I should not talk during classes.

E

ear My ear is warm. Someone is talking about me.

early Today I woke up early.

ease She's so at ease doing this, it actually looks easy!

east She headed east this morning.

eat I would like to eat a cheeseburger.

edge I was at the edge of that mountain last week.

effect It didn't have the effect we intended it to have.

egg She never eats eggs because they come from chickens.

eight I used to have eight balloons.

either He's either dead or alive, there's no third option .

electric We're so electric tonight.

element We're out of our element right here.

else Is someone else interested in this?

enemy She used to be my enemy back in high school

energy Do you have enough energy for this?

engine The engine is dead, what will we do?

enough I don't have enough money to buy a new hat.

enter Please enter and get comfortable, it's going to take a while.

equal I don't have a dog that is equal that one.

equate We can't equate a car to the other if they are different.

especially This was especially made for us.
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evening In the evening we all go to the beach to see the waves.

event I don't like to attend to this kinds of event.

ever Do you ever doubt yourself?

exact That's the exact feeling I was trying to have.

example Can you give an  example?  

except No one here except you likes to listen to those songs.

excite I really want to excite that kind of feeling in them.

exercise I love doing exercises, but I don't have time to  do them.

expect I didn't expect you to show up tonight.

experience I hope you have a nice experience in Peru.

experiment I tried this experiment on high school. It didn't go very well.

F

face Your face is full of marks.

fact In fact, I don't remember who you are.

fair It's fair if they all win the same amount of money.

fall I never thought I could fall so hard.

family My family is all at the beach, except me.

famous I always wanted to be famous.

fast She's going as fast as she can.

fat The dog is so fat he can barely pass through his house door.

favor Can you do me a favor and turn down the volume?

fear I have no fear of the unknown.

feed All that food can feed the whole city.

feel Can you feel the cold coming?

feet My feet can't take much more walking.

fell I fell from that ladder once.

felt Have you ever felt so alive?

field This field used to be much greener.

fig I like to eat fig, but I can never find it on the supermarket.

fight Please don't fight over an old band.
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figure You have a nice figure.

fill Can you fill this ketchup bottle, please?

final This is the final version of the movie, I hope you like it.

fine Everything was fine until yesterday.

finger My finger hurts. I think I broke it playing football.

finish I can finish this report tomorrow.

fire Did you see the fire from there?

fish I really enjoy eating fish, it's healthy.

fit It's amazing how that dress still fits me after fifteen year.s

five I have been waiting for the last five years.

flat We could play where the terrain is flat.

floor They live in the first floor of that tall building.

flow You should go with the river flow

flower This flower is so beautiful!

fly Can we fly to Peru tonight?

foot I think she broke her foot when she was playing volleyball.

force They have ruled by law and not by force.

forest  The Amazon rainforest is one of the world's greatest natural resources.

forward Keep looking forward, brother, everything is going to be ok.

fraction For a fraction of second I thought you were falling.

free Are we really free to do the things we want?

fresh This meat is fresh. I bought it this morning.

friend A friend of mine made me that necklace.

front You can wait in front of that building if you want.

fruit I really don't like to eat fruit in the morning.

full The glass is half full, I assure you.

fun .

G

game This used to be my favorite game.

garden What a beautiful garden!
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gas I just have to fill the tank with gas.

gather We have to gather as many people as possible.

gave He never gave me a dollar.

general There are some general rules to follow in this school.

gentle You should be gentle to everyone.

girl This girl is mad!

glad I'm glad you left of that terrible job.

glass Fill the glass, I'm getting out of here.

gold Make new friends, but keep the old. One is silver, the other is gold.

gone Put the garbage out, it will be gone by morning.

got She's got a flu.

govern One day I will govern this country and it will be a good place to live in.

grand He will probably win the grand prize.

grass I am sure that my grass isn't greener than yours.

gray The sky is so gray today!

green Your green shirt is so beautiful!

grew I grew up in a small but nice town.

ground This is a holly ground, respect it!

group We used to walk in groups, now we are all alone.

guess I guess you don't want this dog.

guide She will guide us through the town.

gun It's really hard to buy a gun in this country.

H

hair You should let your hair down, it's beautiful!

half I drank half the water. I was thirsty.

happen If it happens to rain, we will be safe under that hut.

happy I'm happy that you found your kitty.

hat Take off your hat if you want to eat on this table.

hear Can you hear the thunder? I think it's going to rain.

heard I've heard you broke your arm . Is it still hurting?
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heart It's hard to mend a broken heart.

heat The heat is so strong, I think I'm going to pass out.

heavy Even the air is heavy tonight.

held She held my glass while I ate.

hill Let's climb the hill tomorrow. It will be fun.

history They don't tell those things in the history books.

hit How she got hit by a deer is a mistery.

hold You should hold the kids hands when they cross the street.

hole The rabbit is gone. It's probably inside his hole.

hope The best thing we can do is hope for the better.

horse Have you ever riden a horse?

hot It's so hot in here, I think I'm going outside.

hour What is the best hour to watch tv?

huge It's a huge apartment, but I don't think we can pay for it.

human Making mistakes is  part of being human.

hundred I have a hundred things to do today and no time at all!

hunt People used to hunt on this space, but now, it's forbidden.

hurry We should hurry if we want to make it to the airport on time.

I

ice Put some ice in that water - it's warm!

idea I have no idea of what you're talking about.

imagine Can you imagine how awesome it would be to fly?

inch I've bought a six inch heel shoe. I can barely walk on it.

include Can you include that hat on my purchase?

indicate I would indicate you to rest this weekend. You are not fine!

industry This industry is over.

insect I hate insects, they're everywhere!

instant Are you avalible to talk about that incident now?

instrument I can't  play any instrument at all.

interest Did she show any interest on our product?
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invent She will invent a new way to drive a car.

iron This sculpture is made of iron.

island Florianópolis is an island.

J

job My job is amazing!

join Would you like to join the chess club?

joy I have never experienced such joy.

jump We should all go to the waterfall and jump it.

K

kept She kept the house closed all these last 3 years.

key I 've lost the keys of my apartment.

kill  Cockroaches are kind of insects that  can spread bacteria from place to place. 

king Have you seen the film "Anna and the King"?  It's amazing!

knew I knew you were going to show up.

L

lady Oh, she's a lady!

lake He's on the lake, pretending that he knows how to fish.

language Sorry, I don't understand your language. Can you speak slowly?

laugh You laugh every time I walk into the room. What happens?

law There are no laws in that game.

lay I will lay my head for five minutes.

lead Please,  lead the way!

least At least give me a hug before you go.

leave Can I leave this paper here?

led She led us nowhere.

leg My leg hurts. I'll never ride a bike again.

length What is the length of this tube?

less Less is more when you have nothing to eat.

letter I wrote a letter to the president. I don't think she read it, though.

level How many levels are in this game?
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lie Don't lie to me, I'm your mother.

lift Can you lift that chair for me, please?

liquid I  don't think this should be in that liquid state.

list I have a list of all the times you've  tried to break my leg.

listen Listen to this band. You won't regret. I think.

locate Archeologists have located some rests of an ancient animal.

log You should log  this information before you forget it.

lone Can you see that lone wolf?

lost Have you lost your mind?

lot There's a lot of ways to see the sunset at the beach.

loud Don't be so loud, I have a terrible headache.

love I don't think I love you any less.

M

machine I'm pretty sure this machine is broken.

magnet I use a refrigerator magnet to hang my  appointments.

main The main concern is to offer everyone a part of the money.

major The major problem of my life is money - or the lack of it.

map Do you have a map? I think I'm lost.

mark I have never heard of this mark in your jacket.

market  It is a really hard  to understand the market these days.

mass The reality is that we do not understand the dangers of weapons of mass destruction.

master The dog has to know that you are its master.

match Do you have a pink scarf to match with your shoes?

material What kind of material is that watch made of?

matter It doesn't matter where you come from.

meant I never meant to fail, but here I am.

measure One of the measures to detain the fire is not smoking close to trees.

meat Is that horse meat?

meet I want to meet your grandmother, she seems like a good person.

melody Oh, what a beautiful melody!
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metal You are going to need a piece of metal to do this kind of sculpture.

method Which method do you use to analize these data?

middle I'm in the middle of a meeting, can I call you latter on?

mile I can see a mile of cornfield from here.

milk I can't drink milk, I'm allergic to it.

million Not even in a million of years  I would want to date you.

mind Do you mind if I let my backpack in here?

mine Hey, that banana is mine!

minute Wait a minute, I'll try to find my cat.

miss Don't you miss me playing  my guitar?

mix This house is a mix of old and new architecture. It's really beautiful!

modern Are you sure this is modern music? Because I don't think so.

molecule My teacher was trying to explain about molecules when the riot broke out.

moment Do you have a moment to talk about this game?

money I don't have money but I have a dog.

month How many monts will you be away?

moon Did you see the moon last night? It was shinning bright!

morning I hate waking up early in the morning.

motion Planetary motion is always an interesting topic for first dates.

mount That mount is so big, I still can't believe you've escalated it!

mountain Do you see that mountain? It would be full of snow this time of the year.

mouth Chocolate is made of cocoa.

multiply When I was in school, I really loved Maths, but I wasn't really good at it.

music I love music, it's probably my favorite thing in the world.

N

nation This nation used to be a lot better some years ago.

natural It is raining cats and dogs these last days of January.

nature I don't think nature is happy with us.

necessary That's a necessary evil.

neck My neck is sore from sleeping on the couch again.
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neighbor My neighbor is a bad woman.

next Can I sit next to the window?  It's too hot today.

nine I don't have nine dollars, I'm  so sorry.

noise What is that noise?

noon I'll be ready by noon.

nor My attitudes don't concern you nor your friends.

nose My nose is cold!

note I left a note telling where I went.

nothing There's nothing worst than coming home to be alone.

notice Did you notice the new lamps?

noun What is a noun?

numeral I really don't like Maths, and numerals aren't my favorite subject either.

O

object I've been  trying to sell this object for the last five years.

observe Let's observe her struggle to put on a poker face.

occur Did it ever occur to you that I don't like dancing?

ocean Oceans cover about 70% of the Earth's surface and contain roughly 97% of the Earth's water supply.

offer Can I offer you something to drink?

office I hate working at the office, it's so boring!

often How often do you give your dog a bath?

oh Oh, that's beautiful!

oil How much oil have been spillled on the ocean so far?

once Once upon a time, there was this girl and she didn't have to care about social expectations.

open Is that coffee shop still open?

operate I used to operate the camera on that web show.

opposite Oil and water don't mix.

order I would like to order a hot chocolate, please!

organ I love listening to the sound of the organ.

original Is that the original song?

oxygen How do you pronounce oxygen?
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P

paint My mom used to paint the house by herself.

pair I need a pair of black shoes.

paper Please deliver this paper for me as soon as possible.

paragraph Last night I  was so tired I couldn't even write a whole paragraph.

parent Are those your parents?

particular I have no issues against that particular song. I simply don't like it.

party Let's go to the party tonight? It's going to be fun.

pass I don't think I'm going to pass that exam.

past Her past is really dark.

path There are a few paths I have no intention of following.

pattern Can you see the pattern in this song?

pay Let me pay for the coffee. Next time you will.

perhaps Perhaps we are trying too hard to understand this philosophical book.

period I had a long period of staying home alone when I was a kid.

person This person did not get the joke.

phrase Make a phrase using random words. It can sound fun!

pick Can you pick me up at five to go to the gym?  

piece I need a piece of cheese for scientific reasons.

pitch They have a sales pitch.

plain This city is just so plain. It's boring!

plan Do you plan to tell your father that you are moving out?

plane I wish I knew how to fly a plane. It would be awesome!

planet In the near future, we will be able to go to other planets.

please Can you take off your shoes, please?

plural I still struggle to understand how plural works in English.

poem The poem "The road not taken" by Robert Frost refer to our choices in life. 

poor I never minded beeing poor. There are worst things to be.

populate This city is populated by fifteen thousand small-minded individuals.

pose There's a hundred pictures of me doing the same pose.
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position I don't think I'm in a position to give orders.

possible It is possible to end global poverty?

post Once you post it on the internet, it will be there forever.

pound There's no need to pound on my door?

power Last night, the power went out and I couldn't read the text you asked.

practice I need to practice a lot if I want to become a good driver.

prepare I'm trying to prepare something to eat.

present We need you to be present at the party tonight.

pretty You look so pretty tonight!

print I will print all my assignments in here.

probable That is not probable to happen again.

problem What is the problem, sir?

process Vacation is a long process of doing nothing.

produce I don't think this tree will produce much this winter.

product Have you been still selling that product?

proper I never had a proper house.

property Excuse me, but you are inside my property.

protect I'm trying to protect those trees against the cold in the winter time.

prove Can you prove that this notebook belongs to you?

provide The company will provide everything we need to carry out that project.

pull You need something to pull the car.

push Push the door open, please!

Q

quart Can you give me a quart of a bottle of milk?

question Can I ask you a question?

quick Let's make it quick, please!

quiet Please, be quiet inside the hospital.

quite This collection is quite impressive, I must say.

quotient I don't know my Intelligence Quotient.

R
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race I won the race last week, it was so awesome!

radio The songs on the radio theses days don't really make much sense.

rail Rail freight could be a really good option for Brazilian cargo transportation.

rain She really loves the rain.

raise Raise your hand if you haven't have somehow felt opressed by society.

ran He ran away when I asked him to meet my parents.

range That store has a really huge range of musical styles.

rather I would rather starve than eat fish.

reach The bad part of being short is not being able to reach certain things.

ready Are you ready to go?

reason You have no reason to be mad.

receive We will receive our payment, eventually.

record Have you ever recorded your voice?

red I have a red dress and it's my favorite.

region What region of Europe are you from?

remember I just can't remember my telephone number.

repeat Can you repeat that word for me?

reply I did not have the chance to reply your message, sorry!

represent This war represents everything that is bad .

require Driving well requires a lot of attention .

rest Let them rest, it has been a long day!

result Our victory is the result of long days of trainning .

rich I really don't want to be rich, just happy!

ride I miss the times when I used to ride my bike.

ring I couldn't hear the phone ring.

rise We are about to see the rise to fame of our band.

river I really enjoy swimming!

road That road could be a lot better.

rock There's always a rock on the way.

roll Throw that paper row in the garbage, please!
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room I miss sleeping on my own room.

root This tree has a really huge root.

rope I'm going to camp next week, so I'm going to need a few meters of rope.

rose This rose smells really good!

row Do you see that row of flowers? I myself planted them. 

rub Rub this gel of aloe-vera on your face, it's good for  acne.

rule There are no rules on this game.

S

safe We're safe inside this car.

sail I used to sail a lot when I was younger.

salt Isn't there a lot of salt in this soup?

sand Oh man, there's sand on places it wasn't supposed to.

sat I sat there for two hours before he showed up.

save Can you save this song for me?

scale I'm pretty sure this map is out of scale.

science Science can be a lot of fun if you think about it.

score How many goals did you score?

search You can search all you want, you won't find anything.

season It looks like this season will be beautiful!

seat Take a seat for me, please

second Are you having second thoughts?

section This section of the book is the most boring one.

seed This act of terrorism will seed hurt and sorrow.

seem You seem to be good at this game.

segment I don't think this segment can bring a lot of money.

select Please select the ammount of money you want on the screen.

sell I will sell all my possessions if I have to.

send Can you send me those papers, please?

sense This text makes no sense to me.

sent I sent you those files last week!
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separate I guess we go separate ways from here.

serve It serves you well to work to pay for your debts.

settle It settles the dispute, then.

seven I have seven cars. All of them are broken.

several There are several reasons for us to play along.

shall It shall never be too hard for us to go on.

shape I'm trying really hard to get in shape.

share I do my best to share everything I have.

sharp It's so sharp.  Im afraid I might cut my finger.

sheet Bring me a sheet of paper from the desk, please!

shell I wonder how well she will  do when she gets out of her shell.

shine Rise and shine, it's a beautiful day out there!

ship I don't think I like being in a ship.

shoe This shoe is definitly more colorful than the other one.

shop When are we going to shop this month?

shore It is really nice to live at the shore.

short I'm a little short on money, but I'll get through.

shoulder My kitten enjoys hanging on my shoulders.

shout We shouldn't shout so much. It's bad for the ears.

sight I'll be out of sight for a few months.

sign There's no sign of water in here.

silent Can we all stay silence for a few minutes, I need to concentrate.

silver This chain looked like it was made of silver when I bought it.

similar We have similar likes in music.

simple What a simple way to lead your life, I like it!

since We have known each other since always!

sing I really don't think she knows how to sing that song.

single Everyone was once single.

sister Does your sister still live in this city?

sit Don't sit on that bench, the paint is still fresh.
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six I have six pairs of snickers. Those says a lot about me.

size What is your dress size?

skill Do you have some skill you might want to show?

skin Use sunscreen, it's good for your skin!

sky Let's look at the sky, it's so beautiful tonight!

slave I never wanted to be your slave.

sleep I can't sleep well these days.

slip I can't let this opportunity slip through my fingers.

slow Slow down, you are doing fine right now.

smell She's cooking, I can smell the smoke from here.

smile Smile more, honey!

snow I really love snow, winter is my favorite season of the year.

soft My hands were softer when I was a kid.

soil It takes sometime to learn how to deal with the soil.

soldier There's always something wrong with the soldiers who come back from war.

solution What is the solution for this problem?

solve Do you think we can solve this issue before morning?

son My son used to play this game when he was younger.

song This is my favorite song!

soon We better go if we want to get there soon.

south The rain has headed south this morning.

space There's a blank space in this exam where should be to write a name.

speak Speak a little louder, darling, I can't hear you.

special There's a special place for you at school.

speech His speech was beautiful and cheering.

speed Aren't we going too fast on speed?.

spend I would like to spend the rest of my life by your side.

spoke I never spoke with the president.

spot This is the best spot to watch the stars.

spread Spread the word, our band is back!
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spring This Spring, I'm going to play a lot of guitar.

square I'm really good at drawing a square.

star Look at that star! It twinkles in the night shy.

station Wait for me at the train station tomorrow.

stay Can you stay at school until later today? 

stead Can you be in my stead tomorrow at the office? 

steam All that hot water filled the bathroom with steam.

steel Her arms are made of steel!

step Life is one step after the other.

stick I made a bat with the stick that fell from the tree.

stone Someone threw a stone at my car yesterday.

stood She stood there all night waiting for her son.

stop You have to stop at the red light.

store Let's go to the store down the street, I need to buy a new pair of snickers.

straight I'm trying really hard to walk on a straight line.

strange Isn't it strange that everyone here doesn't like to drink coffee?

stream I don't like to watch movies on the internet stream, it doesn't work well.

street This street used to be a lot cleaner a few years ago.

stretch I really like to stretch my fingers every morning.

string I'm trying to tune my guitar strings, but it's hard without a tuner.

strong Are you sure this log is strong enough to support us?

student I remember when I was a student, it was so much fun!

subject I really don't like this subject.

substance I found a strange substance on my cabinet, I think it's an old sandwich.

subtract Try to subtract negative numbers. It's so much fun!

success It's not hard to find success these days.

sudden Last night there was a sudden power failure and I lost all my work.

suffix I finally understand where I can find a suffix in words.

sugar Aren't you eating too much sugar?

suggest I would like to suggest a change in your diet.
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suit Those clothes suit  well on you.

summer I really enjoy the summer time.

supply I have enough coffee to suply a small town.

support It would be a lot easier to have a band if we had the support of our parents.

sure Are you sure that this is what you want?

surface Truth be told, we only know the surface of the ocean.

surprise Last night my friends threw a surprise party for me.

swim I really enjoy being able to swim.

syllable How many syllables did you count?

symbol Do you know what this symbol means?

system The system was broken  at the moment we decided to start it.

T

table I've just bought a new table.

tail What happened to your cat's tail?

talk You shouldn't talk to the driver while he's driving.

tall She's so tall I'm afraid she can listen to me while I'm talking.

teach Can you teach me to play the piano?

team I'm not so sure I'm a team player.

teeth My teeth are so white!

temperature Was the temperature always this high?

ten I have ten dollars in my wallet right now.

term It's always bad to end a long term relationship.

test Can I test that lamp before we buy it?

thank Thank you for being so nice!

thick This house is made of thick materials and it will last for a long time, I assure you.

thin This cellphone is so thin I'm afraid I might break it.

third Are you in your third year already?

those Those boots are definitly not made for walking.

though Even though I'm a little cold, it doesn't mean I can't dance.

thousand There's a thousand reasons for me not to like you. Your mustache is only one of them.
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throw You will throw the garbage away, right?

thus Thus, you cant really blame for saying the truth.

tie Can you tie my shoes for me, please?

tiny Your hand is so tiny!

tire I got five flat tires last month.

together If we are together, we are going to be fine.

told I told you I can't drive at night.

tone Can we sing it with the original tune?

took It took me five months to learn how to use this hammer.

tool This used to be a very common tool.

top Do you think we can reach the top of the mountain today?

total What is the total cost of this operation?

touch Don't touch anything while you're down there - it could be dangerous!

toward Keep going toward that market and you will see the church on your left.

town I'm going to love living in this town, I'm sure!

track What is the name of that song you like?

trade I will trade my shoes for that hat.

train Where does that train go to?

travel Let's travel this weekend?

triangle If you look  far enough, it really looks like a triangle.

trip This trip will be really cool!

trouble Stay far from troubles, ok?

truck Do you know how to drive a truck?

true I don't think it's true .

tube Is that a water tube?

twenty I'm twenty years old already and I've never even worked before.

type It's not my type of exercise, I'm afraid of doing it.

U

unit Is this the price for a unit?

until I'm not getting out of here until I get paid for what I've already worked.
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usual It's not usual to for us to eat junk food. We love it!

V

valley Is this valley dangerous?

value This coin used to have no value anymore.

vary The values may vary deppending on the situation.

verb Could you explain to me again what a verb is.

view Let's go up there, the view is awesome!

village Have you heard about that old village? It's abandoned.

visit I'm going to visit my grandmother tomorrow.

voice You should sing a little louder, I can't hear your voice down here.

vowel My name has three wowels.

W

wait I can't wait to buy that new phone.  As it's too expensive, it must be good.

walk Let's have a walk tonight. The night is beautiful!

wall Are you the one who wrote that on the wall?

war War is something to avoid.

warm Is the house warm in the winter?

wash I can wash your shirts, if you want.

watch Can you watch my dog for fifteen minutes?

wave Did you see the size of that wave?

wear I have nothing to wear tonight!

weather The weather is terrible up here.

week The doctor will be able to see you next week.

weight What is the weight of that thing?

west I'm going west to see my favorite band. See you next week.

wheel  Were those wheels supposed to be turned?

whether I'm getting out of here whether you want it or not.

white I have a white shirt and there's nothing written on it. What a pity!

whole It's a whole different story when you get to listen these songs.

whose Whose boots are those?
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wide There's a wide space out there.

wife My wife never lets me go out without giving me a goodbye kiss.

wild That is a wild lion, of course.

win You'll never win, if you don't try.

wind The wind is really strong right here, isn't it?

window Is that window open? It's so cold in here!

wing Open your wings and fly, little bird!

winter Do you remember when last winter ? It was the winters snowist on record.

wire Where does that wire lead to?

wish I wish I could buy myself a beer right now.

woman Isn't that the woman that used to work in our house?

women Women these days have a lot of rights because they fought for it.

wonder I wonder all the time if this is going to change.

won't I won't give up this job.

wood Where is that wood frame you used to have?

written That phrase was written on a wall, I guess.

wrong Don't get the wrong idea, I'm only here for the ice cream.

wrote He wrote me a poem last week. It's really cute!

Y

yard There's a bear on my yard. I have no idea how it ended there.

yellow She has a yellow scarf and it's beautiful!

yes Just say yes and we can move on with our lives.

yet I'm broke and yet I'm having a lot of fun.

young It looks like I'm the young one this year.
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